Abstract. Since the mid-nineties it has gradually become understood that the Cartan prolongation of rank 2 distributions is a key operation leading locally, when applied many times, to all so-called Goursat distributions. That is those, whose derived flag of consecutive Lie squares is a 1-flag (growing in ranks always by 1). We first observe that successive generalized Cartan prolongations (gCp) of rank k+1 distributions lead locally to all special k-flags: rank k+1 distributions D with the derived flag F being a k-flag possessing a corank 1 involutive subflag preserving the Lie square of F . (Note that 1-flags are always special.)
1. Generalized Cartan prolongations. Through the work [BH] , followed by [Je] and [MonZ] , it has become known that the Goursat distributions, that naturally generalize Cartan distributions on the spaces of jets of functions R → R, and at the same time bring in a rich pattern of singularities, are locally nothing more than the outcomes of socalled Cartan prolongations [defined rigorously and very geometrically only fairly recently in [BH] and, in a less constructive manner closer to the originating paper [Ca2] , in [ShSl] ] 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification: Primary 58A15, 17, 30; Secondary 17B30, 34C20. Research supported by Polish KBN grant 2 P03A 010 22 and by EC IHP programme HPRN-CT-00271.
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158 P. MORMUL when one departs from the tangent bundle to a 2-manifold. This helped a lot to get new insights into Goursat distributions, their geometry and symmetries. The paper is devoted to Cartan-like, but more general than in [BH] , prolongations of distributions, and to their applications: building more involved (having longer small and big growth vectors, or higher nonholonomy degrees, for instance) distributions from simpler ones.
1.1. The basic (if homogeneous) example. We want to start from one important example illustrating the substance of the paper-the Cartan distribution (or: contact system) on the space of 1-jets of functions R(t) −→ R 2 (x, y). It is a rank 3 distribution E living on M = R 5 (t, x, y, x 1 , y 1 ), generated by the vector fields
where x 1 (y 1 ) can be regarded as dx/dt (dy/dt). This E is clearly 'two step' in the sense that [E, E] = T M ; later this will be expressed by saying that the flag generated by E 'has length one'. One is in the realm of [Ca1] , p. 121. Any such two step E possesses (and, at that, uniquely determined!) its corank 1 subdistribution F enjoying the property
In [Ca1] that F was neatly defined by the Pfaffian equations (4) there (cf. also [GeVe] and p. 5 in [KuRub] ). Cartan calls such an accompanying subdistribution F le système covariant of [the Pfaffian system] E. For the object (1), the covariant system is but F = ∂/∂x 1 , ∂/∂y 1 and is even involutive, not just satisfying (2). To have that rank 2 distribution F involutive is very and very rare. This is situation (a) in [Ca1] ; among other advantages, such F helps to describe all symmetries of E. While typically the covariant object has its 'curvature' and allows to retrieve E in that [F, F ] = E; this is situation (b) in [Ca1] , extremely rich geometrically and investigated much further in that seminal work. We will say that a general such E (i.e., no particulars about the inclusion (2)) generates a 2-flag of length 1, while an E with its covariant system F involutive will generate a special 2-flag of length 1. Later we will deal with flags of, no wonder, bigger lengths, but they will likewise be only special-in the sense to be defined (in Section 3.2), and not general.
Pursuing further the differences between (a) and (b), it is observed in [Ca1] (see also a much posterior to it [GeVe] ) that all E generating special 2-flags of length 1 are locally equivalent to (1). This implies that special 2-flags of length 1 are homogeneous: they look identically around any point, and hence feature no singularities at all; see also Proposition 1 (i) below. (We note in parentheses that, this notwithstanding, their global aspects, by far not evident, only start to attract researchers, [Ad2] . For 1-flags a similar situation occurs in length 2, with locally existing only one 'classical' behaviour (or model) of Engel 1889, and globally rich geometries being possible, started to be dealt with in [Ge] , [Mon] , [Ad1] , . . . .)
In the guise of a forerunner, we say also that (1) is the outcome of a single (generalized) Cartan prolongation applied to the full tangent bundle to the manifold R 3 (t, x, y). Later in the text we will see the results of several prolongations performed in row which will often not be homogeneous-will feature singular behaviour(s) alongside with the generic one. Even two prolongations, one performed after the other, will turn out sufficient to generate singularities, cf. Proposition 1 (iii).
1.2. The definition of the prolongation. We assume in the sequel that all discussed objects are C ∞ and propose a more general prolongation scheme than the one discussed in [BH] -generalized (or: multi-dimensional) Cartan prolongation (gCp). Its main application, spread over Sections 4-5, is the effective local (weak in the sense of [M1] ) nilpotency of a quite rich family of objects related to and generalizing abstract Cartan distributions (or: contact systems in a parallel terminology) appearing in the geometric theory of ODEs (and, although not within the scope of the present paper, PDEs; see in this respect [KLV] or [BCG + ]). This extends considerably the range of known [weakly] nilpotent distributions. In short retrospection, among others, the papers [HeLuSul] , [LaSus] , and later also [Mu] , aroused interest in the search for nilpotent distributions and for possible underlying structure theorems. Goursat distributions-quite particular subbundles of the tangent bundle having the flag of consecutive Lie squares regular and growing in ranks (slowly!) always by one-are among such objects. Nilpotent bases with (what is of key importance for applications) precisely computed nilpotency orders( 1 ) of the induced real Lie algebras, were proposed in [M1] .
In fact, those bases were first put forward in a much different context in [KuRui] ; later they have been re-found by applying many times an important theorem, recalled in Section 2 below as Theorem 1. In [BH] , in a comment to that theorem we read: 'Indeed it is the basis of the proof of Goursat's theorem.' So what are: Cartan prolongation evoked in that theorem, and gCp needed for a new theorem appearing in the next section of the present work? In the following definition, excerpted from [BH] , p. 454 4−10 , one obtains the definition of generalized Cartan prolongation by simply replacing 'rank 2' by 'rank k+1', '2-dimensional' by '(k+1)-dimensional', 'PR 1 ' by 'PR k ', and '1-manifolds' by 'k-manifolds' (another definition, more vague if probably better suited for applications in differential equations and control theory, is given in [ShSl] ). One more minor change is that later, having some further generalizations (still in progress) in mind, we will write π :
'If D is a rank 2 distribution on a manifold M , then, regarding D as a vector bundle, we can certainly define its projectivization π : PD −→ M , which is a bundle over M whose typical fiber PD m is the space of 1-dimensional linear subspaces of the 2-dimensional vector space D m . Thus, the fibers of PD are isomorphic to PR 1 as projective 1-manifolds. There is a canonical rank 2 distribution D
(1) on PD defined by setting D
(1)
Remark 1. Certain ingredients of this definition of gCp are dispersed in the literature, like for instance in [Y2] , p. 34 or [BCG + ], p. 148-9, or else [Gr] , par. 4.1.C. Yet, to our knowledge, they are always accompanied by so-called independence conditions forced
( 1 ) i.e., minimal numbers of Lie multiplications in an algebra yielding automatically zero, cf. p. 239 in [LaSus] .
by the impending applications to the geometry of PDEs, or by explicit conditions that the directions ξ be not arbitrary (not vertical in certain sense, as on p. 34 6−8 in [Y2] ) often restricting a prolongation to the domain of just one affine chart. Or-in [Gr] -allowing for different 'charts' (different submanifolds V 0 in that work) in the first starting manifold (V 0 ), but then considering only jets of graphs of mappings in such an arbitrarily fixed chart( 2 ). While the essence of the singularities that are hidden in 1-flags, and more generally in special k-flags (defined later in Section 3.2), consists in arbitrary, also vertical, positions of ξ being allowed . And allowed also many times either in row or intermittently, etc. To support this comment, one sees for instance in the summary of the results of an important work [Y1] (p. 110) that the canonical distributions C r constructed there on the jet bundles of functions R n → R are regular in the sense of Tanaka [T] -have the small growth vectors independent of points in the bundles. For 1-flags (n then should be taken 1) it is precisely-see [KuRui] , [Mu] -the simplest and generic situation singling out the geometry of the abstract Cartan distributions on spaces of jets of functions R → R. That is, keeping singularities at bay by singling out, at all prolongation steps, only non-vertical directions.
Structural theorem.
A sketch of the following theorem, attributed toÉlie Cartan, is given in [BH] (and, to an extent, in [Sl] where, however, independence conditions evoked in Remark 1 pervade the exposition). In its wording, and in the present text, too, Theorem 1 (Cartan-Bryant-Hsu) . Let D be a rank 2 distribution on a manifold M s+1 and suppose that D 1 and D 2 have ranks 3 and 4, respectively. Furthermore, suppose that there is a submersion f : M → N s with the property that the fibers of f are the leaves of the canonical foliation F. Then there exists a unique rank 2 distribution D on N with the property that D 1 = f * (D ) and, moreover, there exists a canonical smooth map f
(1) : M −→ Gr(D , 1) which is a local diffeomorphism, which satisfies f = π • f (1) , and which satisfies f
(1) . This theorem has wide applications, and most specifically to Goursat flags (see Remark 3 in Section 3 below). Our objective is to formulate a local structural theorem generalizing Cartan's theorem and having even wider applications. The assumptions in Theorem 1 can be rephrased , avoiding mentioning D 2 and placing the foliation F in a new context. In fact, these assumptions easily imply that there exists a (unique, besides)
. Motivated by gCp's constructed in Section 1 (hence, eventually by the seminal [BH] ) and, to an extent, by the works [KuRub] and [PR] , we are going to replace a line subdistribution of a rank 2 distribution by an involutive rank k subdistribution of a rank k+1 one (that is, by its corank 1 involutive subdistribution).
Then locally D is equivalent to the generalized Cartan prolongation
reduced modulo E (that lives on the quotient manifold M/F of dimension s, where F is the local k-dimensional foliation in M defined by E).
Attention. M/F is to be understood only locally, to avoid topological complications. Note that dim M = 2k + 1, i.e., s = k + 1 is not excluded in this theorem.
Proof. We work all the time locally around an arbitrarily chosen point p ∈ M and use a notation nearly identical to those appearing in [BH] , Section 4.2. A far reaching affinity of proofs should facilitate the comparison of the two theorems.
The (smooth) projection mapping f : M −→ N = M/F serves to define D = f * D 1 . By the assumptions on E, this is a well defined rank k+1 distribution on N ('D 1 descends to N ' in the language of [Mon] ). Then π : Gr(D , 1) −→ N is as in the definition of gCp, and a smooth mapping between manifolds of the same dimension,
is defined by
The theorem will be proved upon showing that f
(1) is a local diffeo sending D to (D ) (1) . We will first explain that df
(1) (p) is an isomorphism. Clearly, since f is a submersion, in view of (4), im df
(1) (p) contains an s-dimensional subspace transverse to ker dπ(f (1) )(p). (5) A more difficult question is whether the image of df
(1) (p) contains that kernel. Indeed, ( 3 ) These objects were discovered many decades ago in [Ca2] , then were often rediscovered and recently given new (and surprising) interpretations in [BH] and [Z] .
Proof of the lemma. This key part is technically more involved than in [BH] because the projective spaces being the fibers are now k-dimensional instead of 1-dimensional. Maybe not surprisingly, arguments are clearer in local coordinates. Also, the necessary geometric constructions are easier to describe in properly chosen coordinates.
Take a local basis of E of pairwise commuting vector fields v 1 , . . . , v k , and introduce local 'Frobenius' coordinates x 1 , . . . , x k , x k+1 , . . . , x k+s , say centered at p, such that v i = ∂ i , where (here and in the sequel ) we use the shorthand notation
and
Then the intersections
are fields of lines on N , N i, respectively (they are at least one-dimensional as the sums of dimensions of factors are k + s + 1, and E, of corank 1 in D, is transverse to T N , T N i, ). Let L be any smooth vector field, with values in D and everywhere independent of v 1 , . . . , v k , spanning the fields of lines (6). Clearly, such an L (and even its direction, when k > 1) is not defined uniquely.
By the hypotheses made on E and D 1 , the vector fields
Now it is visible how the line f (1) (q) rotates inside D (f (p)) when q approaches p along the integral line of v i through p. According to the fisherman derivative' definition of the Lie bracket watched-it is important-in these special coordinates,
Attention. The mapping f i is not, naturally, the time −t flow of v i , but, in (7), df i acts on L exactly as that flow does.
The vectors on the right hand side of (7) sit in T p N , as all f i take values in N , and-we recall-are linearly independent. (Saying differently, the (k
Therefore, the evolutions of the lines f (1) (q) inside the space D (p), when q approaches p in the directions of v 1 , . . . , v k -are all differentially independent. If we see these lines as points in Gr(D , 1)(f (p)), the velocities of the relevant curves in that projective space, naturally sitting in im df
(1) (p), are also linearly independent.
On the other hand, all these k curves are mapped by π to a single point f (p). Thus their velocities sit in ker dπ(f (1) (p)) which is exactly of dimension k. Being independent, they span that space.
The lemma is now proved.
The information (5) together with Lemma 1 yield that df (1) (p) is a linear surjection between two spaces of the same dimension k+s, hence is an isomorphism. Thus (remember that the proof goes for any point p fixed in M )
Now we will explain that
Due to the equality of dimensions, it suffices to show that
that is (see the definition of gCp in Section 1), that
The right hand side in (11) is equal to
)-the latter being the whole tangent space to Gr(D , 1) at f
(1) (p). So (9) holds. With (8) and (9) justified, Theorem 2 is proved.
3. Special k-flags and extended Kumpera-Ruiz pseudo-normal forms for them. Before the precise definition we want to give certain motivation. Exactly as 1-flags (starting, to avoid redundancy, from a rank 2 object, cf. for instance [MonZ] , p. 462) take the main property of Cartan distributions on the jet spaces of functions R → R as their only defining property-see an extensive discussion of that in [Ku] , likewise special k-flags (starting from a rank k+1 object to avoid redundancy) will borrow only similar two main properties of Cartan distributions on the jet spaces of functions R → R k as their defining properties. For 1-flags, we mean a) the regular big growth vector being [2, 3, 4, . . . ], and, formally, also b) the presence of a corank 1 involutive subflag preserving the (Lie) square of the original flag( 4 ).
For special k-flags, we mean i) the big growth vector being everywhere [k + 1, 2k + 1, 3k + 1, . . . ] (a distribution generates a k-flag), ( 4 ) The Cauchy-characteristic subflag of a Goursat flag F , accompanied by one more involutive distribution sitting in the corank 1 member of F (and not uniquely defined), does enjoy b). So, only for 1-flags, this b) does not add any new condition. We write it down to have later a uniform definition for all values of k, and just to notice that 1-flags are automatically special.
ii) the presence of a corank 1 involutive subflag preserving the square of the original flag.
These two conditions together lead to a rich but still tractable world of objects, with local pseudo-normal forms with plenty of real parameters. The condition i) alone is very vast, and even the short vector [3, 5] (k = 2, flag's length 1) hides really wild, not well understood geometries with a functional module in the local classification (firstly rigorously evidenced in [JaPrz] ). Distributions having this growth vector were extensively investigated byÉ. Cartan in his famous 'cinq variables' paper [Ca1] ; cf. also Section 1.1. The condition ii) is, to the contrary, very restrictive, perfectly balancing i).
3.1. Terminological note. It is to be pointed out that 'Cartan distributions' in the prevailing terminology of [KLV] , are also called 'canonical (differential) systems on jet bundles': in [Y1] -for the jets of one function of many variables, and in [Y2] -in the general case of several functions of many variables. When the jets of k functions of just one variable are concerned, Kumpera and Rubin say in [KuRub] about 'k-flags satisfying normality conditions', while those distributions are called 'regular contact systems for curves' in [PR] .
As regards special k-flags generalizing the latter, in [PR] they are (somehow misleadingly) called 'contact [regular or singular] systems for curves'. In the optics of the present paper (and, ultimately, [BH] ), the verticality of lines ξ, allowed in the definition in Section 1 at each prolongation step, goes well beyond the contact context, enriching enormously possible geometries of distributions-that can be so prolonged many times, sometimes intermittently with contact (i.e., non-vertical) prolongations. See also Remark 1 above.
Now we give the precise definition.
3.2. The definition of a special k-flag. A distribution D of rank k+1 on a manifold M of dimension (r +1)k +1 generates a special k-flag of length r, r ≥ 1, when its consecutive Lie squares
are all regular distributions of the respective ranks written as superscripts in (12) (this is i)) and when there exists a subflag of involutive distributions
of ranks written also as superindices, such that E jk ⊂ D jk+1 for j = 1, . . . , r, and
It is useful to write down the diagram of inclusions that are assumed to hold in this basic definition:
Remark 2. In the work [PR] the definition of contact systems (for curves, cf. Section 3.1) is weaker, replacing ii) by only the existence of corank 1 involutive subdistri-butions E jk ⊂ D jk+1 , j = 1, . . . , r. Yet we are going to show in this section (Proposition 1 (iv) and Corollary 1) that our formally more restrictive definition yields strictly more, not less, objects than produced in [PR] . Note, therefore, that the inferential schemes in [PR] , and specifically in Theorem 2.3 there, must be flawed.
On the other hand, one can quickly show that E rk , the biggest among involutive distributions stipulated in our definition, is unique. It can be done via answering a (recent) question of Zhitomirskii: given a two-step distribution D on M , [D, D] = T M , possessing a corank one involutive subdistribution E ⊂ D, is it true that E is the covariant subdistribution of D, in the precise sense of [KuRub] , p. 5 ?
The answer is yes, provided cork D > 1, and inside E there sits then the Cauchy
(For D of corank 1 the covariant object D is smaller-it coincides with L(D) that still sits in E, relation (13) keeps holding, but E in the question is not unique.) In the setting of special k-flags, cork
. Cf. also Section 1.1.
3.3.
Theorem 2 produces extended Kumpera-Ruiz pseudo-normal forms for special k-flags. We will produce a huge variety of polynomially written germs at 0 ∈ R N , N possibly very large and always 1 (mod k), of rank k+1 distributions. Often certain variables x will appear in them in a 'shifted' form X = c + x. And always a capital letter X, typically with indices, will mean such a shifted variable, not excluding, incidentally, the value c = 0. For each m ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1} we are going to define an operation m producing new rank k+1 distributions from older ones. The technical writing of its outcome, not operation's formal definition, will depend on how many operations were done before m.
More specifically, the outcome of m being performed as operation number l on a distribution (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ) defined in the vicinity of 0 ∈ R s (y 1 , . . . , y s ) is a new rank k+1 distribution defined in the vicinity of 0 ∈ R s+k (y 1 , . . . , y s , x l 1 , . . . , x l k ), generated by the vector field
It is important that these local generators are written precisely in this order, yielding together a new longer object (Z 1 , Z 2 , . . . , Z k+1 ).
For instance, when m = 1, the sum Z 1 starts with Z 1 and all new incoming variables in Z 1 are shifted. When m = k + 1, the sum Z 1 ends with Z k+1 and all new variables are bare (with no shifting constants).
Extended Kumpera-Ruiz pseudo-normal forms (EKR for short)( 5 ), of length r ≥ 1, denoted by j 1 . j 2 . . . j r , where j 1 , . . . , j r ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k + 1}, are defined inductively, starting from the empty label distribution
The name borrowed from [PR] , but meaning here much more geometrically different objects than in that work, cf. Proposition 1 and Corollary 1.
in the vicinity of 0 ∈ R k+1 (t, x 0 1 , . . . , x 0 k ). Then, if we assume that j 1 . . . j r−1 is already known, j 1 . . . j r−1 . j r is the outcome of the operation j r performed as the operation number r over the distribution j 1 . . . j r−1 .
The reader probably feels already that the operations 1, 2, . . . , k+1 are certain prolongations. In fact, they are just different gCp's viewed in possible different affine charts on the Grassmanians used in the gCp procedure. This will be explained in details in the proof of Theorem 3 below. When k = 1, the two operations 1 and 2 applied interweavingly lead to the well-known local Kumpera-Ruiz pseudo-normal forms, [KuRui] , for Goursat flags (to be precise: in certain raw, not polished form, cf. Proposition 1 below in this respect).
For a moment, it is nearly directly visible that every EKR is a special k-flag of length equal to the number of operations used to produce it (and equal to the length of the relevant word encoding the sequence of operations). In particular, it is easy to guess what are, for any EKR of length r, the involutive subdistributions of ranks k, 2k, . . . , rk. The gist of the matter is that locally the converse is also true, and we have Theorem 3. Let a rank k+1 distribution D generate a special k-flag, k ≥ 1, of length r ≥ 1 on a manifold M (r+1)k+1 . For every point p ∈ M , D in a neighborhood of p is equivalent, by a local diffeomorphism that sends p to 0, to a certain EKR j 1 . j 2 . . . j r in a neighborhood of 0 ∈ R (r+1)k+1 . Moreover, that EKR can be taken such that j 1 = 1 and, for l = 1, . . . , r − 1, if j l+1 > max(j 1 , . . . , j l ), then j l+1 = 1 + max(j 1 , . . . , j l ) (the rule of the least possible new jumps upwards in the words j 1 . j 2 . . . j r ). Note, however, that possible constants in such an EKR representing a given germ D are not, in general, defined uniquely. On the other hand, we do not yet know if a given distribution germ determines uniquely-its proper?-sequence of operations j 1 , . . . , j r satisfying the rule of the least upward jumps( 6 ). It certainly does when k = 1, see Proposition 1 (ii).
Proof. The proof is by induction on r, starting from r = 0 (not mentioned in theorem's wording) where the empty word EKR (∂ 0 , ∂ 1 , . . . , ∂ k ) given in the vicinity of 0 ∈ R k+1 , is, naturally, a local model for the full tangent bundle to a (k + 1)-dimensional manifold. In the sequel we consistently use the notation introduced in Section 3.2.
Let us assume the fact under proof for a value r −1 ≥ 0 (as remarked, in the beginning of induction for r − 1 = 0 we have from the outset all the necessary information), take a distribution D k+1 generating a special k-flag of length r together with its involutive subdistribution E k , and apply to them Theorem 2. Then, watching the proof of that theorem, (D k+1 , p) is equivalent to the generalized Cartan prolongation
where f stands for the local submersion-passing to the quotient objects modulo E k and its k-dimensional foliation F. Since E k preserves D 2k+1 , it preserves also all members of the flag of D 2k+1 . Also it preserves the involutive distributions E 2k , . . . , E rk (being ( 6 ) Added in proof: yes, it does; in [M4] we construct such a sequence and call it the singularity class of a special k-flag at a point.
their involutive subdistribution). Therefore, D 2k+1 /E k is a special k-flag of length r − 1 on the quotient manifold M/F of dimension rk + 1 (well defined locally around p ∈ M , considered locally around its point f (p)). By the inductive assumption, there exists a local diffeomorphism ψ :
satisfying the rule of the least upward jumps (recall that for r = 1, in (15) there stands an 'empty' EKR-the full tangent bundle to R k+1 ). This says, among others, that ψ * sends the line directions in D 2k+1 /E k to directions in (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ) inducing the mapping prolongation
of ψ, being a local diffeomorphism of these Grassmannian bundles. (Recalling, we are interested in ψ • in a neighborhood of the line df (p)D k+1 (p) at f (p).) Moreover, and this is a general easily verifiable fact, this mapping prolongation sends the gCp's one to the other,
. (16) (The prolongation of a conjugating diffeo locally conjugates the relevant gCp's. For k = 1, see also Appendix in [M2] in this respect.) Returning to (15), the line
and 1 ≤ j ≤ k + 1 is uniquely defined. This integer j decides what prolongation operation is bound to be performed over j 1 . . . j r−1 (one will instantly see that it is the operation j). What remains to be done in the proof is: firstly, to explicitly write down the gCp (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 )
(1) in the vicinity of the line (17), and to identify it as a, longer, EKR. And secondly, to take care that the eventual EKR constructed satisfies the rule of the least upward jumps.
By introducing new 'angle affine' coordinates x To have a gCp, one has to add to the current direction the whole kernel ker dπ of the differential of the projection π : Gr (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ), 1 −→ R rk+1 . That is to say, add the versors of the new angle coordinates. In this way, in the vicinity of the line (17), (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 )
(1) is equal to
This, indeed, is an EKR j 1 . . . j r−1 . j understood in the vicinity of 0 ∈ R rk+1+k . Thus D k+1 is locally equivalent to the distribution (14) which is equivalent-see (16)-to a distribution identified as a j 1 . . . j r−1 . j. Now we pass to the least upward jumps rule.
When r = 1, it is easy to see that the obtained j is equivalent to certain 1: if j > 1 then there does to cyclicly change the first j coordinates t → x And so on backwards, always taking into account (and profiting from the fact!) that j l ≤ m, l = r − 1, r − 2, . . . , 1. The last, necessary for arriving again at an EKR, is the cyclic change
m . This terminates our bringing the distribution germ D k+1 to the (better) EKR form j 1 . . . j r−1 . m+1 satisfying the least upward jumps rule. Theorem 3 is now proved by induction.
3.4. Examples of EKRs. A systematic theory of singularities of distributions generating special multi-flags remains to be developed (meaning geometric singularities assuredly underlying the vast panoply of various EKRs constructed earlier in the present section; see also footnote 6). Here we want but to state some first and basic properties of the EKRs.
To begin with, note that, for k = 2, in the family of pseudo-normal forms 1 there sits the distribution (1). Before continuing, let us recall one of principal tools in the entire theory of geometric distributions, the small growth vector (s.gr.v.) of a distribution at a point, in passing mentioned already in Remark 1. For a given distribution D, it is the sequence of linear dimensions, at a point in question, of the tower of modules (or: sheaves) of vector fields
For D completely nonholonomic (and such are, naturally, the distributions generating special multi-flags) the s.gr.v.'s terminate, sooner or later in function of a point, by the dimension of the underlying manifold. The length of that vector is then called the nonholonomy degree of D at that point.
Proposition 1.
(i) Fix any k ≥ 1. All germs in 1. 1. . . 1 (fixed length r) are equivalent regardless of constants appearing in them. So appear the unique local models for Cartan distributions on the spaces of r-jets of vector k-dimensional functions of one variable (or : curves in R k ). For k = 1, thus we obtain so-called Goursat normal forms, or 'chained systems' still actively used in geometric control theory.
(ii) For k = 1 (the Goursat case), the germs in 1. 1 and 1. 2 are all equivalent regardless of constants (Engel's theorem of 1889), but later, at places number 3, 4, . . . , r in the encoding words, the alternatives 1 or 2 always create geometrically different objects, representing and leading to 2 r−2 Kumpera-Ruiz classes of Goursat germs in the terminology of [MonZ] (p. 466)( 7 ).
(iii) For k ≥ 2, 1. 1 and 1. 2 are already different and disjoint (there is no Engel's theorem for multi-flags).
(iv) The first situation when the operation 3 brings in essentially new EKRs is 1. 2. 3. If we speak for simplicity for k = 2, these distribution germs have at 0 ∈ R 9 the small growth vector [3, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9 ] which does not appear among the s.gr.v.'s at 0 of the EKRs of length 3 produced only via the operations 1 and 2.
Proof. Two first items are classical (by subtracting a vector polynomial, the r-jet at 0 of any given mapping R → R k can be assumed zero). Before proving the two last items, we want to bring in two examples of families of distributions, already in extended KumperaRuiz form, generating special 2-flags of length 3. By writing the starting variables t, x 0 1 , x 0 2 as t, x 1 , y 1 and then x j+1 , y j+1 instead of x j 1 , x j 2 for j = 1, 2, 3, the germs in 1. 1. 2 can, with no loss of generality, be presented as
(with no constants standing by x 2 , y 2 , x 3 , y 3 , precisely in view of Proposition 1 (i) ). And here is the family of distribution germs 1. 2. 2, after a similar simplification:
Part (iii): All germs in 1. 1 have everywhere, hence also at 0 ∈ R 3k+1 , the s.gr.v. [k +1, 2k + 1, 3k + 1] coinciding with the big one, while a short calculus shows that the germs
The question of true significance of constants in the EKRs is enormously involved already in the Goursat case, to quote for instance [KuRui] , [Gas] , [ChMPR] , [MonZ] , [M2] (this list is by far not exhaustive). in 1. 2 have at 0 the s.gr.v. [k + 1, 2k + 1, 2k + 2, 3k + 1] which, for k ≥ 2, is different from the previous one.
Part (iv): The small growth vector at 0 ∈ R 9 is: [3, 5, 7, 9] for the germs in 1. 1. 1 , [3, 5, 7, 8, 9] and [3, 5, 7, 8, 8, 9] for those in 1. 2. 1 , [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 ] for 1. 1. 2 , [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 8, 9 ] for 1. 2. 2 . Corollary 1. Regarding Theorem 3.2 in [PR] , it is visible that, up to a reindexation of coordinates, it produces only EKRs having codes built out of operations 1 and 2. Hence, for k ≥ 2, that theorem does not give pseudo-normal forms for all germs of special k-flags. (In Proposition 1 above the arguments are given only for k = 2, but the operation 3 is essential for all k ≥ 2. In fact, for a given width k and starting from the length k + 1, all operations 1 through k+1 inclusively are necessary in the production of EKRs, see [M4] .)
Remark 3. Another consequence of Theorem 2, modulo the arguments used already in the proof of Theorem 3 above, is that, upon applying r times multi-dimensional Cartan prolongation to the tangent bundle to a (k + 1)-dimensional manifold (for instance just to R k+1 ), one obtains a 'Monster Special k-Flags Manifold' (MSk FM) of dimension (r + 1)k + 1 bearing a locally universal special k-flag. Such a universal object locally models every special k-flag existing on ((r + 1)k + 1)-dimensional manifolds.
Concerning 1-flags (Goursat flags), a similar conclusion leading to 'Monster Goursat Manifolds' (MGM) bearing locally universal Goursat flags can be drawn from Theorem 4.2 in [BH] ; it is done independently in Section 5.4 in [MonZ] .
(And, reiterating after Section 1, that same theorem virtually produces all local Kumpera-Ruiz pseudo-normal forms for Goursat distributions-which served as the key motivation for the present work.) 4. Nilpotent algebras in special k-flags and strong nilpotency at certain places. Let us define a linear automorphism ← − j of R k+1 associated to any fixed operation j ∈ {1, . . . , k+1}, by its values on a-fixed once for all-basis e 1 , . . . , e k+1 of R k+1 . Namely, let ← − j send: e 1 → e 1 + e 2 + . . . + e k+1 , e 2 → e 1 , . . . , e j → e j−1 , e j+1 → e j+1 , . . . , e k+1 → e k+1 (so that, naturally, ← − 1 sends e 2 → e 2 , . . . , e k+1 → e k+1 , and ←−− k+1 sends e 2 → e 1 , . . . , e k+1 → e k ). With this notation we have:
Theorem 4. Every rank k+1 distribution D generating a special k-flag of a length r ≥ 1 is locally nilpotentizable (i.e., is locally weakly nilpotent in the sense of [M1] ) and a local nilpotent basis around a point p is {Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 }, where (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ) ∈ j 1 . j 2 . . . j r issuing from Theorem 3 is an EKR form for D around p satisfying the least upward jumps rule.
The nilpotency order of the real Lie algebra L(
. . , Z k+1 is equal to the component of e k+1 (i.e., the last one) in the vector
Moreover, if a germ of D at a certain point admits a local EKR form with no non-zero constants, then that germ is also strongly nilpotent in the sense of [AGau] and [M1] .
Remark 4. The algebra L( j 1 . j 2 . . . j r ) appearing in this theorem is well defined. Indeed, for two different EKRs (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ) and ( Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ) belonging to the same EKR class j 1 . j 2 . . . j r , it is easy to write down a simple translation in the space R (r+1)k+1
inducing an (inner) isomorphism of L R Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 and L R Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 , sending every generator Z l to Z l , l = 1, . . . , k + 1. The translation vector has as components the differences between the respective constants sitting in the fields Z 1 and Z 1 (and many other components 0). Thus L R Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 and L R Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 are two identical copies of one underlying Lie algebra [that turns out to be nilpotent by this very theorem].
In the light of (very recent) constructions [M4] , all this is geometric and to any distribution germ D generating a special k-flag there is associated such an algebra A. We conjecture here, extending the partial results and conjectures of [M3] , that A is always minimal for D, in the sense of having the minimal nilpotency order among the Lie algebras induced over R by all possible nilpotent bases for D.
It is also to be noted that when m = max(j 1 , . . . , j r ) < k, then not only the last component, but precisely
. . + e k+1 ) are mutually equal and equal to the nilpotency order of L( j 1 . j 2 . . . j r ). This will be visible in the proof.
Corollary 2. For distribution germs D as in the 'Moreover' part of Theorem 4 (for k = 1 they are called 'tangential' in [M1] ), one is able to effectively compute the degree of nonholonomy of D, too. It is equal to the nilpotency order of the nilpotent Lie algebra given by the nilpotent approximation of D, and in the discussed case that algebra is just L R Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 . Hence the nonholonomy degree of such D equals the last component in the vector
Still before proving Theorem 4, let us demonstrate how it works.
Example 1. Fix k = 2. The nilpotency order of the algebra L(1. 1. 2) is equal to 6, because, computing in that fixed for ever basis e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , we obtain
Likewise, the nilpotency order of the algebra L(1. 2. 2) is equal to 7, because
Remark 5. For k = 1, the description of nilpotency orders of the EKRs given in Theorem 4 allows to re-prove a part of Jean's results [Je] on the nonholonomy degrees of Goursat germs. A bridge to those results rests on certain simple algebraic identities satisfied (for, we repeat, k = 1) by the operators ← − 1 and ← − 2 when applied to e 1 + e 2 . The details will be given elsewhere.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof uses refinements of methods of [M1] , [M3] . By Remark 4, one can choose as handy an EKR in the class j 1 . j 2 . . . j r as possible. Let us choose, then, the uniquely defined EKR (Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 ) ∈ j 1 . j 2 . . . j r having all constants zero. (With such a choice, also minimized will be the work on the 'Moreover' part in the theorem.)
We are going to associate weights w(·) to all coordinates t, x 0 1 , . . . , x r k , and to basic vector fields (versors) w(∂/∂x) = −w(x) in such a way that-under the classical definition of the weight of a monomial vector field that goes back to the 1970s,
. . , Z k+1 will be homogeneous of degree −1, and all vector fields appearing in the stepwise construction of the involved field Z 1 will be homogeneous, of growing degrees, as we go backwards in that construction. The manner of growth will highly depend on the EKR class, and the nilpotency order will be a function of that growth.
In our situation without constants,
where the involved vector field from the one before last step is denoted by Z The key property of weights defined by (19) is the additivity under Lie multiplication. So the Lie products of any s factors from among {Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 } are homogeneous vector fields of weight −s. In particular, products of more than d factors automatically vanish (our vector monomials have only weights greater than or equal to −d). On the other hand, D, generating a special flag, is completely non-holonomic. In particular ∂/∂x at 0 ∈ R (r+1)k+1 should be a combination of products of factors from among {Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 } evaluated at 0.
In such a combination, let us reiterate, only products of at most d factors count, while products of any e < d factors have the ∂/∂x components of the form P ∂/∂x, P -a homogeneous polynomial of degree d − e > 0. Those P 's are, naturally, polynomials in shifted variables (denoted by capital letters) of the EKR in question. But in the present EKR the variables are actually not shifted!-there are no constants shifting them. In consequence, all such P 's vanish at 0. In this way only products of exactly d factors contribute in the production(s) of ∂/∂x at 0. This implies a [modest if cardinal] information that certain product(s) of exactly d factors from among {Z 1 , . . . , Z k+1 } is (are) non-zero. In what follows we are going to use the matrix notation for the operators ← − j 1 , . . . , ← − j r being written in the mentioned fixed basis e 1 , . . . , e k+1 of R k+1 . Observe that the formulas (21)- (24) ) is a weight of a versor, and in (26) one set of versors' weights is transformed into another set of versors' weights.
Fact. The lowest negative versor weight −d occurs among the components of the vector on the left hand side of (27).
Proof. Passing (for the reader's convenience) to the positive weights of variables, one starts from the vector [1, 1, . . . , 1]
T and notes that each ← − j evaluated at any vector 
